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ABSTRACT

Current design load estimation procedures for wind
turbines often do not accurately treat the statistical
nature of loads. Current practice for wind turbine load
analysis is reviewed. The authors’ opirdons on the
shortcomings of these practices are discussed.
Experience gained from recent research on statistical
load extrapolation methods is reviewed. Statistical
modeling techniques are presented. Open questions on
current tecludques are summarized and critical issues
that need to be resolved for art accurate statistical load
extrapolation method are discussed.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Stochastic Environment

Wind turbines must be designed to operate in a very
stochastic enyiromnent for at least 20 years according
to International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
standards, In addition to the cyclic nature of loads
induced by their own inertial effects, loads result from
spatial and temporal changes in wind spee~ direction,
shear and vorticity. ‘Ilk has challenged designerk for
many years. Inhially designers felt this level of detail
in wind modeling was impossible and unnecessary.
Very simple techniques were used in the late 70s and
early 80s. These tecludques worked when the designs
were very simple and conservatively designed or the
wind conditions were benign. As wind turbines became
larger it was too expensive to use large safety margins.
They were also being installed in very turbulent sites.

*‘Hispaperis declareda workof the U.S.Governmentandis not
subjectto copyrightprotectionin the UnitedStates.Sandiais a
multiprograrnlaboratoryoperatedbySandiaCorporation,a Lockheed
Martincompany,forthe U.S.Departmentof Energyundercontract
DE-AC04-94AL85000.

Failures caused by inaccurate estimation of design
loads mandated more accurate prediction techniques
which did account for more detail in the inflow.

Detailed structural dynamic models were developed and
became the workhorses for the wind industry by the
mid 1990s. Included in these computer codes were
turbulence models, which simulated stochastic inflow
fields, aerodynamic models, which predicted
aerodynamic loads from the turbulent inflow, and
control algorithms, which commanded pitch, yaw, and
braking actions. The aerodynamic loads were applied
to the structural dynamic model which was then run in a
time marching fashion. Figure 1 shows a flow chart of
the general analysis models. With this approach
designers finally had tools which could simulate all the
important operational features of the entire wind
turbine, even the control system.

One can axgue about the accuracy of the various models
that make this overall system of models, but even in
their current state they provide a f%rmore accurate and
power tool than ever before. Armed with these new
tools the designer must decide how to use them. He/she
is now able to simulate ahnost any wind and
operational condition. The designer is still fhced with
estimating the fatigue life and peak loads over 20 years.
This implies running 20 years of computer simulations
which, at the present time, only run near real time.
Obviously tlds is not practical. How should a subset of
simulations be used to extrapolate to a representative 20
year spectrum of loads?
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Figure 1. Typical Turbine Model Flow Chart

Tv~ical Load Prediction Process

To address the problem of extrapolation to 20 years of
fatigue loads and extreme loads designers typically use
the models to simulate Ioadmg conditions over a range
of operational and extreme wind speeds. Fault states
are also simulated. Generally only one ten-minute
simulation is run for each condition and state. In the
event of extreme conditions a short simulation is run
using a discrete wind gust model.

Wmd speed probability density iimctions are used to
estimate the duration of time that each wind speed
condition will occur over the life of the turbine (low
frequency variations in the wind). Turbulence models
are used to represent the short-term variations (high
frequency end of the spectrum). A ten-minute load
simulation is assumed to represent the dynamic
response to the spatial and temporal character of the
wind for a mean wind speed bin. Ten-minute
simulations are run for a range of mean winds. If it
were practical simulations would be run for 20 years of
turbine life using an accurate probability density
function to represent the low frequency wind variability
and turbulence models with a characteristic distribution
of turbulence intensity to represent the high frequency
variability. In practice the results of one ten minute
simulation for each wind speed bin are cycle counted
and the number of cycles are multiplied by the 20 year
duration. These discretid cycle matrices are summed
over the fidl range of wind speeds for a complete
fatigue load distribution.

Extreme loads are estimated by simulating extreme
inflow conditions. Both a 50-year extreme ten minute
average wind speed with turbulence and an extreme
discrete wind speed model are used. The highest load
tlom among all conditions is used for design and
certification purposes. When the highest load comes
from a turbulent wind simulation, it is sometimes used
without further statistical extrapolation.

This method is flawed in at least two ways. Firstj it
does not account for rare events, which will be
generated as longer turbulence simulations are run,
essentially filling in the tails of the stochastic inflow
distributions for each wind speed bin. SeconL because
the simulations do not capture accurate extreme

statistics they do not estimate the peak loa~ which will
occur over the operating life of the machine. There are
not enough data to make reliable estimates.

The fatigue simulations capture the essential
aerodynamics, structural dynamics and control features
but lack the statistical depth needed to establish
statistical significance for the lifetime load predictions.
Accurate estimation of uncertainties, statistical
significance and confidence in extreme load estimation
is needed to build reliable machmes.

Even if statistical confidence could be established the
designer has to choose a set of conditions that will
cover the range of sites where the machme is likely to
be installed. Standards have been developed to assure
consistency of design-load conditions across the
industry.

Desipn Requirements (lEC Standard~

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
standards formaliid design requirements. While they
do not specifically prescribe the design methods
described above they are based on the assumption that
designers will use these methods. Their goal is to
provide a consistent set of models and parameters for
designing machines to an implicit level of robustness to
achieve hQjh reliability at many economically attractive
sites. If the design methods are incorrect turbines can
be over designed or under designed with respect to site
requirements.

Turbulence Simulations

IEC 61400-11 specifies design classes with associated
annual average wind speeds, turbulence intensities and
extreme wind speeds (Table 1). Turbulence models are
also specified. With these parameters, models, and
other environmental conditions, analysts are presumed
to have the essential “external conditions” needed to
establish their design conditions.

The IEC standards do specify target levels of
probability and confidence for load predictions but do
not specifj how many turbulence simulations are
needed to establish these levels. They do not provide
any incentive to increase confidence in the load
predictions. The methods for achieving specified levels
of confidence are not clear. Minimum safety factors are
codified to account for uncertainty in the load-
prediction process and material properties but they are
unproven aud they are not intended to account for
statistical uncertainty implied by fhite duration data
samnles.



#

WTGS I II HI Iv s
Class

V,ef (m/s) 50 42,5 37,5 30

v ave (m/s) 10 8,5 7,5 6 Values

to be

A 115 (-) 0,18 0,18 0,18 0,18 specified

a(-) 2 2 2 2 by the

B 115 (-) 0,16 0,16 0,16 0,16 designer

a(-) 3 3 3 3
*wnere:

. the values apply at hub height,

. A designates the category for higher
turbulence characteristics,

● B designates the category for lower
turbulence characteristics,

● 115is the characteristic value of the
turbulence intensity at 15 m/s,

● a is the turbulence slope parameter

Table 1- Basic parameters for WTGS classes

Discrete Models

IEC offers discrete models in an attempt to
acknowledge that the turbulence simulations do not
capture the extreme load conditions accurately. These
models include a 50 year extreme gust profile, shear,
direction change, and several other wind conditions.
Time dependent magnitudes are specified so that the
transient response of the wind turbine can be simulated.
These models are design class dependent.

It is not clear that these models accurately represent the
tails of the distribution. Confidence in the models is
derived from experience; their use has resulted in
machines that demonstrate high inhial reliability. As
they are currently defied they are not related to the
implied extremes of stochastic turbulence dktribution
and therefore could represent an inconsistency between
the discrete, event-based and turbulence-based models.

Need for improved load estimation methods

The design community has grown to mistrust the
discrete models and rely heavily on turbulence
simulations for establishing design loads. Improved
modeling power has given designers the basic tools
needed to more accurately represent the stochastic
nature of their loads. But there is little guidance on
how to use these tools to achieve the full range of life
time fatigue loads. Given the current state of
knowledge and modeling power, the design loads are

likely to be best determined from exhaustive
simulations of the turbulent inflow and subsequent
statistical analysis of the turbine response. In that
event the design community will need to base load
estimates on a broad range of turbulent inflow
conditions. It is also doubffil that there can be a single
wind condition (combination of mean and turbulence
level) that will be a worst case for all Iypes of turbines.

Statistically robust methods of load estimation and
fatigue life extrapolation would allow designers to
intelligently match their designs to the stochastic design
environment. They would enable them to quanti& the
confidence of load predictions and increase them
through more extensive simulations. They would allow
extreme load extrapolations.

As the wind industry becomes more sophisticated, they
will be able to apply more accurate load estimation
techniques to reduce unnecessary conservatism. Wind
energy may soon be competitive with fossil fiels if it
can reduce its cost by 20%-30V0. These reductions
may be possible simply through more accurate design
methods and consequent reductions in safety factors.

The goal is to develop a set of design methods that
incorporates the stochastic nature of the design
environment over the intended life of the machine.
These methods must be compatible with existing
structural dynamic simulation tools. They must be
practical, verifiable and accurate. They must be
internally consistent from fatigue load estimation to
extreme load estimation.

Other industries have already embraced statistical
design methods that are compatible with the stochastic
nature of their design environment. Offshore structures
are subjected to stochastic loads. Earthquake loads are
stochastic. Designers in these industries use statistical
design methods to achieve cost effective designs. The
wind energy industry needs similar tools.

RECENT EXPERIENCE AND DIRECTION

There has been some recent progress in examining the
way the standard design loads are derived and what
approaches might be better. Madsen* has begun the re-
examination of the extreme loads with a look at how the
IEC loads compare with statistical extrapolations of
parked and operating loads. It is clear that prescribed
extreme events do not always result in the highest
loads. Ronold has published studies of both extreme
load3 and fatigye4’5 reliability, proposing new load
modeling approaches that lead to the ability to extract
reliabilities (probabilities of failure) from the design



data. Methods for statistical modeling of the loads have
also been explored by WintersteinG’7 Ad hoc cases of
statistical models populated the European Wind Energy
Conference in recent years!-12 All of this activity
highlights the need to apply statistical methods to wind
turbine design loads in ways that improve the design
process. The level of uncertainty in each application
should drive the design loads.

Summarv of what we think we have learned

Deterministic load cases such as those specified in the
Design Load Cases (DLCS) in the IEC Safety Standard*
will always provide useful checks on a design. Table 2
lists the various load cases. Load cases are a
combination of external conditions and operating
conditions. Many of the critical DLCS include discrete
external conditions (e.g. the 50 year extreme operating

gust EOG50) rather than normal turbulence models
(NTM). Deterndnktic evaluations have utility in their
own right. They need to be used in addition to full-field
turbulence models. They are much more important
than being a mere convenience. They are also likely to
continue for a long time as a primary tool for design
evaluation because there is a difference between design
evaluation and the process of design itself.
Deterministic calculations will remain important in
providing spot checks, which a design evaluator can
make independently. They may, however, assume a
lesser importance in driving future turbine designs as
statistical extrapolation methods become more widely
used.

It is simply not possible to construct a set of load cases
that will be equally applicable to all wind turbine
architectures and control implementations. Thus, while
the deterministic load cases may produce an onerous
condition for one turbine, they may be relatively benign
for another. The ability to evaluate the turbine load
response with respect to realistic wind inflow
conditions is already well established. It is also not
clear that a set of deterministic load cases can be
constructed to adequately represent every possible
inflow event for all potential turbine sites. Therefore, it
is highly likely that simulated response to turbulent
input winds will be used to calculate response and
statistical methods will be used to translate the short-
term response time series into long-term design loads.

There are two distinctly different aspects of design
analysis that need to be treated separately, either of
which can provide the controlling design loads for a
particular component within a particular system. The
parked extreme wind loads must be treated differently
from the operating loads

Parked loads are the simplest to analyze because the
highest loads have usually been assumed to occur in the
highest winds. Madsen, et al: have thrown some doubt
on that assumption by showing the large variability in
extreme loads at a given wind condition. Parked loads
also seem to be the easiest to fit to statistical models,
being no different than the response of any stationary
structure to turbulent winds. The extreme wind Ioadmg
case (e.g., 50 year maximum 10 minute average wind
speed) can be specified. Once specifie~ the mean
extreme load (average of all possible realizations of this
50 year maximum condition) can be estimated from
multiple simulations. It is of coume assumed that this
load case will never be derived fkom measurements
because the 50 year extreme will never be measured
within the duration of a ~ical prototype evaluation
program. The parked case is therefore a matter of
specifjhg the controlling parameters of the worst
inflow condition and estimating the mean turbine
response to that stochastic inflow. It is therefore ahnost
exactly analogous to the case of offshore structures
loaded by storms, an application for which the design
criteria are already quite advanced.13

Loads during operation raise an interesting difficulty.
As wind speed decreases, most system loads will also
decrease from a maximum that might occur at either the
highest operating wind speed or around rated wind
speed. As wind speed decreases the amount of time at
the wind speed increases. The more time spent at a
particular operating condhion, the greater the
opportunity to experience higher response levels,
farther out in the tails of the distribution. Therefore,
one can not assume that the highest loads will be
generated by the highest winds. Instea4 it is necessary
to combine the responses at all wind speeds into a
single long-term distribution of load extremes. Only
tlom this combined distribution can the highest load
over the entire design lifetime be extracted.

The extreme operating load therefore begins to
resemble the fatigue load case where the long-term
distribution of fatigue load cycles is required to
calculate the total damage over the design lifetime.
Although the load quantities are different (peak
response for extreme load estimation and rainflow
ranges for fati~e) the statistical modeling problem
looks similar. In both cases, it is necessary to
determine a short-term response distribution conditional
on the input wind conditions (currently speed and
turbulence intensity). Then the short-term response is
integmted over all wind speeds to generate the long-
term distribution using the “total probability theorem.”
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Design situetion DLC Wind condition) Other conditions Type of Partial
analysis safety

factors

1) Power production 1.1 NTM Vh.b = Vr I I u I N
or VOut

1.2 NTM Vln< Vhub I I F I
●<Vout

1.3 ECD ~huh = V, I IUIN

1.4 NWP Vh”b= v, I External electrical fauit
or Voti

u I N

I

1.5 EOGI Vh.b = Vr I Loss of electrical
or Vout connection

u I N

I

u I N1.6 E0G50 Vh.b = Vr

or Vout I
1.7 EWS Vh.b = v,

or Vout

EDC50 Vhub = Vr

or VOut

ECG Vh.b = Vr

1

u I N1.8

u IN1.9

2) Power production
plus occurrence of fault

2.1 NWP Vh”b = V, I Controi system fauit I u I N
or Vout

2.2 NWP Vh”b = v, Protection system or
or Vout preceding internai

electrical fault

u A

2.3 NTM Vin< Vh.b I Controi or protection I F I
●<V.”t svstem fauit

3) Startup 3.1 NWP Vin< Vhub F ●

< Vout

EOGI Vhub = Vin, u N
Vr or Vout

EDCI Vhub = Vln, u N
Vr or Vout

NWP Vin < Vhub F ●

< Vo”t

EOGI Vh.b = Vr u N
or Vout

3.2

3.3

4.1

4.2

5.1

6.1

6.2

7.1

4) Normai shut down

5) Emergency shut
down

NWP Vhub = Vr I I u I N
or VOut

6) Parked (standing stiil
or idling)

EWM Vh”b = Possible loss of u N
Veso electrical power

network

NTM Vh”b<0.7 F ●

Vref

EWM Vhub = Vel u A7) Parked and fault
conditions

1) if no cut-out wind speed V..t is defined, the Value of V~f should be used.

Table 2 IEC Design Load Cases (Ref. 1)
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The practice of defining fatigue loads empirically, with
histograms of the number of cycles in each load
amplitude bin, has been used for this purpose.14”15The
resulting long-term distribution is derived by a
summation over all the (usually discrete) wind speed
bins.

N(L,),ong.,em =xl’U~,)sho.-tmlYlQ
V/

N&),~Ofl.h is the number of cycles per

(1)

fixed time
pefi6d of load amplitude L, at av&age wmd speed U,
P(fi) is the probability that the winds are in the z wind
speed bin and N(Lj)I..&ta is the resulting long term
number of cycles at load amplitude Lfi P(Vj) is found
by integrating the probability density fhnction of wind
speed, j(V), over the width of the VIbin.

This empirical approach has some definite weaknesses.
The first is difficulty in determining the high-amplitude
tail of the load distribution. The fatigue damage in
materials typically used in wind turbine blades have a
high fatigue exponent that leads to fatigue damage
governed by the high-amplitude tail. The empirical
approach requires an enornious amount of data to
define the tail of each short-term distribution. The
second difficulty is in translating the data from one site
into a load distribution at another site with different
inflow characteristics. Finally, there is no systematic
way to make use of increased information, i.e., better
descriptions of the loads based on a larger data base.
Ideally, more data should lead to higher confidence in
the loads resulting in reduced design margins.

Statistical modeling can improve design load estimates
for both fatigue and ultimate load applications. First a
statistical model can be used to extrapolate from the
existing data to more rare, higher-amplitude events (not
perfectly, but with calculable uncertainty). Second, the
models can be used to parametrize the response with
respect to wind conditions so loads in other wind
conditions can be estimated. And finally, the statistical
uncertainty in the models can be used as a basis of
improved design Ioad standards by accounting for the
uncertainty based on the amount of loads data used to
estimate the extremes and fatigue load spectra.

Statistical Modeling

Statistical modeling uses probability distributions to
describe the loads data at each set of short-term wind
input conditions. The distribution fictions are defined
in terms of parameters which in turn are derived from
certain statistics of the dam usually mean, variance,

P
and perhaps other hi er statistical moments (i.e.,

3’5This approach can be calledskewness and kurtosis).

parametric based on its need to define the parameters of
distribution fimctions.

Calculating long-term distributions is similar to Eq. (l),
except that there is no need to discretize the calculation.
The resulting continuous long-term probability
distribution fimction, F(L)long.tm is derived from the
continuous short term distributions, whose parameters
are defined as fimctions of wind spee~ as follows.

W),ong-,enn = jWI %..+J(WV
v

(2)

Equation (2) in various forms appears throughout the
papers in the Design Loads Estimation special session
of the 2001 ASME Wind Energy Symposium. It is the
basis for load estimates in the offshore oil business,13
for extreme loads on wind turbines16”7 and for fatigue
loads.18 In a tower clearance study, Laino19 highlights
the value of statistical analysis while illustrating the
difficulty of doing so without the use of Eq. 2. It is
foundational to a systematic way of describing loads
that depend on a distribution of environmental
condhions such as wind speeds or wave heights. For
extremes, the distributions are of extreme values while
for fatigue, the distributions are of rainflow counted
amplitudes. Equation 2 applies to both. Of coume, Eq.
2 does not explicitly account for the frequency of
occurrence of the loads in question. The number of load
events is derived from the time of exposure and the
frequency and will determine the probability level at
which the design load is evaluated.

Wind speed alone is not capable of describing the
loading response. Turbulence is also responsible for
determining the response intensity of a wind turbine
rotor. Since the two are relate~ it is difficult to say
exactly which is more importan~ but is safe to say that
both are crucial. Existing approaches incorporate
turbulence by prescribing a functional relationship
between wind speed and turbulence standard deviation,
which permits the continued use of Eq. 2. By
speci@ng V, the related turbulence level, T, is
automatically defined. This often results in the need to
define the turbine response at turbulence levels that
may never have been measured.zo

Alternatively, the response parameters can be mapped
to both wind speed and turbulence level through some
sort of regression. Equation (2) is also transformed into
a double integral over both environmental inputs.
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Figure3 Extreme Value Model Fit to Maximum
Load Simulations

While it is known that statistical modeling, parametric
loads definitions and explicit inclusion of turbulence in
the loads definitions offer significant advantages, there
are still several unknowns that need to be resolved.

Thinm we do not know

There are a number of details of statistical modeling
and analysis that need to be resolved to demonstrate
that statistical models can be used constructively to
produce load estimates at prescribed confidence levels.
Some of the papers in this session go a long way to
improving the state-of-the-art in this area.

Figure 2 illustrates how the maximum value of each ten
minute simulation will change by only changing the
seed for the turbulence model. Obviously a single
simulation does not form a good basis for extrapolation
to a 20 year life. Madsen et al.2 showed that a linear
structure (a non-operating turbine) obeys an extreme
value type 1 model, and shows that it works pretty well
even for the non-linear system of an operating turbine
(Figure 3).

On the other hand recent attempts to apply full response
models to extreme value estimation for operating loads
have not worked well.z6’21 These models attempt to
increase the statistical certain~ by using more data (all
the time series instead of just the local extremes) to
extrapolate to the long-term extremes. It turns out that
the cyclic Ioadmg due to gravity and wind shear makes
it difficult to apply a statistical model. It is better to use
the extremes of the loads to predict ultimate loads.
Exactly which extremes have not yet been resolved.
Candidates include the maximum load in ten minutes,
maximum for some other specified time perio~
maxima between mean-level crossings, maxima
between some higher-level crossings, and maximum in
each revolution. In the case of fatigue loads, rainflow
counted cycle amplitudes are uniformly used. However,
this choice too may be questioned if it brings
unnecessmy difficulties into design loads estimation
without demonstrable added value.

We do not yet know what exact choice of statistical
parameters (moments, parameters of probability
distribution fimctions, etc.) should be used to define the
turbine response as a function of input conditions.
Although there are slight advantages to some choices
over others, the chosen parameters are not likely to be
of central importance. However, good choices should
result in miniial bias and reduced uncertainty. It is
likely that the best parameters will be independent of
probability distribution type and statistically
independent. Central moments are front runners at thk
time.5’6 However, any response quantities that can be
used to derive extreme loads or define fatigue-load
distributions are candidates for statistical modeling.

Regression over wind speed and turbulence level will
most likely be required to create the map between input
conditions and turbine response. The exact nature of



the regression will likely have an influence on the
results if particularly poor choices are made. However,
it is likely that any relatively good regression model,
that is any model that fits the data well, should produce
equivalent results.

Lastly, the turbulent inflow description is liiely to be
very important in specifjhg the loads both for fatigue
and extremes. There is growing consensus that the
current approach in the standards of using average wind
speed and a single (safe) value of turbulence intensity is
inadequate. We need to at the very least account for the
variability in turbulence levels or we are likely to miss
the extreme events.

There seems to be fair agreement that the use of the raw
10-minute turbulence intensity to describe the
turbulence is also inadequate, since it can not possibly
capture the nature of the inflow important to wind
turbine response (including frequency conten~ spatial
variability, lateral and vertical wind components, etc.).
The MOUNTURB programz has identified the along-
wind turbulence standard deviation as the most
important factor in predicting turbine response, but
there are a host of other factors that also play a role.
These factors include the cross-wind and vertical wind
speed standard deviations, length scale, coherence
decay factor, and average shear. Recent work by
Kelle# has shown the importance of the mean
shearing stress and a@ospheric stability in turbine
response. Filtered turbulence standard deviation that
focuses on high tlequency turbulence content has also
shown some promise.% Additional experiments and
associated research need to be done to determine how
to describe the inflow to best correlate to both extreme
and fatigue loads on with turbine structures.

CRITICAL ISSUES FOR FUTURE WORK

Perhaps the most crucial issue is how the characteristic
values and partial safety factors will be defined to
adequately cover the uncertainties while allowing the
diligent designer to lower margins as fm as possible by
applying better and better load estimates. (Similarly,
resistance estimates based on improved or additional
information should also be rewarded with smaller
design margins.) The design standards need to have a
structure capable of using the statistical analysis of the
loads data to generate associated design margins.

There is currently no value incorporated in the
standards for expending the effort to get additional
simulations or field measurements. In some cases it is

19 perhaps the characteristic load couldjust the reverse.
be tied to a specified confidence level, and this
confidence level determined from the statistical analysis
of the loads. Then it should be possible to reduce the

design load with additional data (assuming that the
additional data does not reveal a load that had been
underestimated due to the smaller data se~ which for a
95’%.confidence level should only occur once every 20
tries). The safety factors could then cover the non-
statistical uncertainty relating to the host of factors
influencing design loads, ranging from numerical
model (or measurement) error to various environmental
unknowns.

Because current standards are based on past experience
and industry consensus rather than objective, risk-based
analysis, it may be dangerous to remove conservatism
from one area without also checking elsewhere. One
conservatism may be covering for an unknown lack of
conservatism elsewhere in the design process. In
general, the current standards give a load calculation
“recipe” that results in some specific reliability level. If
these current reliability levels are deemed adequate on
average (over various cases), one cannot reduce
conservatism in turbulence specification without
adjusting the recipe to compensate elsewhere; e.g.,
through use of a higher load factor. Note that a more
statistically based alternative procedure may result in
more uniform reliability across a range of machine
types and site characteristics. An important unknown is
what probabili~ of failure is currently achieved through
the experience-based design rules. Calibration studies
(e.g., Ronol& et al~-s) should be done to estimate the
implicit safety level produced by current standards.

A very important issue for &her research is the way
the standards describe the turbulence of particular sites.
It is quite clear that the raw 10-minute turbulence
intensity has no hope of being an adequate descriptor of
the site inflow characteristics. The required research
will need to include detailed measurements of both the
inflow field and turbine response. The data must be
analyzed to determine the inflow statistics that govern
the load response statistics. Site characterization work
will then have to include summaries of the critical
statistics. It may be an additional burden, but could
have a significant payoff in reduced cost of energy from
particular sites.

Site-specific design becomes more attractive as the
soph~tication of the industry increases to the point
where individual components can be reinforced to
account for particularly intense site-driven loadings.
Alternatively, less expensive components could be
substituted in particularly benign locales. There are
ltiltations to site specific design. There are two,
sometimes conflicting, purposes of the standard the
first is to provide minimum standards of practice which
speci~ the necessary elements to consider in design
and the second is to provide a set of external condition
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parameters that lead to turbines of consistent robustness
incomparable applications. Thesecond purpose is not
sewed by having only site-specific designs. The IEC
standard is more of a product standard than a code of
practice although there are elements of both in it. As a
product standar~ it is entirely appropriate to have a set
of arbitrary design conditions that must be used. The
broad site classes used in current standards may provide
significant value as a product standard. Thus they aid
in reducing cost through increased manufacturing
volume that comes from standard products. However,
it is worth further investigation to determine the effect
of standard class definitions on wind turbine cost.

SUMMARY

The process of estimating design loads can be
substantially improved through the use of statistical
models. Standard definitions of characteristic loads and
associated partial safety factors should reflect the levels
of uncertainty calculated using the statistical models.
The details of the models may be less important than
the construction of the safety standard. The
characteristic loads should be estimated by 1) finding a
good probability distribution model for the short-term
response at given input conditions, 2) detining the
relationship between controlling parameters of the short
term distributions and the input conditions, 3)
integrating over the input distributions to get long-term
distributions, 4) quantifying the uncertainty in the
estimate of the long-term d~tribution, and 5) applying
the uncertainty to determine the loads at a specified
confidence level. Perhaps the details of each step may
be Iefi to the individual application. Although this
provides a good first step, the bigger issues are likely to
lie in the less quantifiable area of improved partial
safety factors. As odd as it may soun~ it is not possible
to improve the safety factors without basing them on a
firm foundation of statistical uncertainty analysis.
Otherwise the safety factors themselves will need to
provide the largest margins required to account for the
worst possible job of loads estimation. We can do
better than that.
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